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“Customer experience is a huge 
part of my business. And lost or 
damaged parcels seriously harm  
my reputation.” 

Meet Ashley

Ashley is an ecommerce 
superstar, and her business 
is off the charts. But, Ashley’s 
products are valuable, and a lost 
or missing package could totally 
derail her business. Ashley can’t 
afford to replace a product if a 
customers’ package gets lost or 
damaged, and she can’t afford 
not to. Ashley needs a way to 
protect both her business, and 
her customers’ investments.  

Commerce Services



Works seamlessly with your current 
shipping solution 

The Benefits of Complete Parcel Protection™

With the Pitney Bowes Complete Parcel Protection™ solution, 
Ashley doesn’t have to worry about confusing policies, uninsured 
packages, or lengthy claims processes. Instead, Ashley can simply 
fill out a form online, and she can expect to hear back within 3 
business days. That means Ashley’s business, and her products are 
safe and secure, so she can ship with confidence and focus on the 
customer experience. 

For more information, visit us online: pitneybowes.com
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Ship with Confidence

With the Pitney Bowes Complete 
Parcel Protection™ solution, Ashley 
can ship her products with peace of 
mind. Plus, thanks to Pitney Bowes  
and her shipping application, Ashley  
is saving big on insurance. And, with  
up to $10,000 in coverage and a 
simple one-click claims process,  
Ashley knows her products are 
protected. Best of all? If Ashley  
has to file a claim, she knows the  
approval process will be completed  
in three short business days.  

Simplifying the Insurance Process

Now, Ashley has a simpler way to ship. With the Complete 
Parcel Protection™ solution, Ashley gets the leading market 
rate, an easy one-click claims process, and she can do it 
all within her current shipping solution without annoying 
popups or periodic agreements. 

Market Leading Rate 

One-click claims process

Experience Peace of Mind with 
Complete Parcel Protection™ 
Insure your shipments against loss or damage


